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About Us
WHO WE ARE

Mammoth Technologies was founded in 2015 
in Los Angeles, CA. We are a blockchain 
technology firm, building a solution to 
reconnect people using the power of rewards. 

OUR PLATFORM

Mammoth is a decentralized rewards platform 
with open source code and a custom algorithm 
that enables everyone to take part in our 
rewards network. We present the best solution 
for those who want to regain a healthy 
subconscious after unhealthy digital influences.

More info about us at mammothtechnologies.io
No representation or warranty is made as to future performance or such forward-looking statements. All forward-looking statements speak only as of the date hereof. The
Company expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statement contained herein to reflect any
change in its expectation with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions, or circumstances on which any such statement is based.
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Our CEO
Zeenat Ali
”Establishing the best sustainable rewards economy, 
trusted by blockchain”
You can find me at https://www.linkedin.com/in/zeenat-ali/
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Our Vision
To reconnect humanity
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Our Purpose
Rebuilding communication by connecting people to what’s most beneficial 
for their minds through genuine, positive, and decentralized rewards.

Our Mission
The mission of Mammoth is dedication to the highest quality of human 
digital interaction, delivered with peace of mind, authenticity, individual 
rewards, and company spirit.

Our Values
Live the Mammoth Way

Rewarding Spirit
Humble Heart
Positive Attitude

Work the Mammoth Way
Genuine Connections
Improved Conscious Health
Valuable Return



“
“A Mammoth revolution is happening. 
We are technologists, with a plan to 
reshape and create an ecosystem using 
blockchain, to lead the digital human 
connection movement.”
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What is Mammoth?
◇ A decentralized rewards platform. 
◇ The best solution to regain a healthy subconscious 

after unhealthy digital influences.
◇ Our wallet enables users to earn our token by 

completing productive, satisfying tasks.
◇ Building an authentic Rewards Identity.
◇ Instant reward transactions are provided all around 

the world by the Mammoth Network that doesn’t 
require loyalty.
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A Rewards 
Network
Re-focusing humanity from digital, social rewards 
to real-world, productive actions that result in 
meaningful rewards, bringing peace-of-mind.
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Problem
◇ Cognitive dissonance occurs when 

the rewards center in our brain is 
manipulated to release an excess 
amount of dopamine due to false or 
temporary pleasurable sensations 
resulting from various factors.

The Mammoth 
Methodology

Solution
◇ Subconsciously refocus and shift 

the rewards center in the brain to 
receive rewarding sensations 
through positive and productive 
methods, reducing dependencies 
on various factors. 
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Proving Our 

Method

Enterprises
A Rewards Platform. 
Submit existing 
rewards data in return 
for Mammoth Token 
and a new rewards 
program, applying our 
custom algorithm.

Healthcare
Ledgend. A Mammoth 
application in beta test, 
rewarding healthcare 
organizations and 
physicians while 
reducing physician 
burnout rates. 

Government
A Government Protocol. 
Incentivize the economy 
to earn rewards by 
making positive 
contributions and 
completing productive 
tasks. 
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Building our 
Solutions

The Mammoth Wallet
The Mammoth Wallet enables 
transactions with the 
Mammoth token. A variety of 
attributes for each wallet 
holder exists. Users can access 
their wallet through a private 
key and share their identity 
with a public key.

A Rewards Identity
A rewards identity is based on 
the rewards earned per user. 
Rewards are categorized 
based on various attributes 
and metrics, adding to the 
overall productivity rewards 
score per user.

Reward Modules
Each user has the ability to 
transact rewards for various 
industries, each industry is built 
into a module, accessed 
through the Mammoth Wallet. 
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The Power of 
Rewards.
To create a world in which every individual 
connection is cared for mentally, 
emotionally, intellectually and socially in 
the digital era.
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The average person 
will spend nearly two 
hours on social media 
everyday, which 
translates to a total of 
5 years and 4 months 
spent over a lifetime.
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Cohort Studies: 
Rewards Stimulus
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We assigned a cohort population (17 –
36yrs old) rewarding and non-rewarding 
tasks, further defined as instant or delayed 
rewards, randomized. Without a frequency 
requirement, we observed the number of 
times people completed tasks, coupled 
with total device screen-time. We 
developed a measurement that would 
score each individual, indicating the level of 
gratification with productive rewards, 
without an addictive dopamine loop. 



”Mammoth is redefining human 
connection, working with 

platforms to provide better 
rewards for better outcomes”
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Source: commonsense.org
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“The opposite of courage in the world is not 
cowardice, it is conformity. The reward for 

conformity is that everyone likes you, but yourself.” 



94,572,126
Unclaimed reward points per year
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$7.31B
Forecasted Global Rewards Market by 2022

100%
Mammoth.

3.196B users
On Social Media
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Our process is 

easy

Download wallet Complete 
tasks

Earn 
valuable 
rewards
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Our Rewards Funnel

Awareness

Interest

Decision
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Decision

Action

Transact



iOS and Android 

A user-friendly multi-asset mobile 
wallet to earn Mammoth Token with 
strong encryption and cryptography.

Place your screenshot here
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Place your screenshot 
here

The Mammoth Wallet

The easiest way to store your 
rewards and manage your tokens 
from any device, 24/7 using our web 
wallet.
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Rewarding 
Healthcare

Ledgend

A physician and a healthcare 
organization accumulate and 
redeem rewards with the Mammoth 
token. Reward points may be 
exchanged or used towards 
healthcare services.
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Place your screenshot here
Valuable Rewards

Users earn and submit 
points on our platform in 
exchange for tokens 
which can be redeemed 
as rewards or currency. 
Users also earn rewards 
by completing a variety 
of tasks, adding to their 
rewards identity. 
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Thanks!
Any questions?
You can contact us at:
◇ Mammothtechnologies.io
◇ info@mammothtechnologies.io
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